CORPORATE SECURITY SOLUTIONS
BESPOKE INTELLIGENCE FOR SECURITY PROFESSIONALS
Prescient’s team of former law enforcement and intelligence professionals provides bespoke, responsive
intelligence services for corporate security stakeholders who require actionable information in critical situations.
Our team has supported clients facing internal fraud, anonymous external threats, and high-risk travel itineraries,
among other scenarios.
Prescient’s team of intelligence analysts have also worked with corporate security departments as an outsourced
solution, when internal resources require ongoing or project-based support.

HIGHLIGHTS
Executive Digital Protection (EDP)

Travel Intelligence & Security

Our EDP program begins with an in-depth
assessment of an executive’s online presence to
identify vulnerabilities, leaked PII, and threats. We
then work with the executive and their security team
to mitigate risks by removing PII and monitoring for
suspicious activity on an ongoing basis.

We leverage a global network of security assets, inhouse intelligence tools, and decades of experience
to protect clients traveling at home and abroad. In
addition to guards and security drivers, our team
provides pre-travel itinerary risk and local security
reports to inform strategic planning.

Threat Response

Open, Deep, & Dark Web Monitoring

Prescient’s Threat Response program consists
of attribution, investigation, and monitoring
capabilities. Once a threat actor has been identified,
we work with stakeholders to provide constant,
conscise updates while we investigate and monitor
the situation.

Prescient intelligence analysts leverage in-house,
proprietary technologies to collect intelligence from
a variety of sources, including popular social media
platforms like Twitter, Instagram, and Facebook, to
identify threats to companies and employees. Threats
are communicated to stakeholders in real-time.

Bespoke Investigation & Intelligence Support
Whether your team is faced with opposition groups, anonymous threat actors, or insider threats, Prescient can
supplement internal capabiltiies with highly trained, multi-skilled intelligence analysts. Our analysts are avaialbe on
an ongoing or project basis to solve mission critical problems and produce bespoke, concise intelligence reports.

Prescient is a global risk management and intelligence services firm with four practice areas: Due Diligence,
Investigations, Cyber, and Intelligence. Our team helps Fortune 500 companies, law firms, and financial
institutions mitigate risk and uncover mission-critical information. Headquartered in Chicago, IL with
offices in McLean, VA, New York, NY, and Dublin, Ireland, Prescient’s team is proficient in multiple foreign
languages and has conducted intelligence operations in over 110 countries.
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